Connect

Interact

Analyse

Automated alerts for
connected systems sent via
Microsoft Teams.
“Inpatient, Sarah Smith (NHS No.
543-567-896) has tested positive
for Covid-19.”
MONTHLY

/

ANNUALLY

Text Commands
Set chatbot commands “patient
search”, “help”, “observations” etc.

Alphabot-for-Teams™

Free - £0/mth
Get started easily with no fees.

Manually select SNOMED
codes
Interact with one App or
system
One-way updates
To connect to more systems
purchase APIconnectTM.

Search and drop-down selection
of SNOMED codes.

Preset Text Commands only
Voice note to patient note
transcribing (3 notes/day)
Rapid and accurate voice note
transcription through voice. With
user verification before
submitting to Connected systems.

Alphalake Insights Trend
Graphs for observations/ vital
signs
Customisable Trend Graph

Connect

Interact

Analyse

Up to 5 customisable Text
Commands
MONTHLY

Customisable Optical
Character Recognition (OCR)

ANNUALLY

*Requires OCR+ license.

Alert-to-Action

Alphabot-for-Teams™

Pro - £7.50/mth per
active user
Encourage faster process flow with more autonomous
actions.
Pro includes all Free features.

Connect to multiple
automation platforms
Trigger processes across several
different systems from MS Teams.
Requires APIconnect™ organisational
licence.

Send more alerts and
updates.
Connect up to 5 systems. Includes
customised chat, alerts and
system updating from MS Teams.

“Inpatient, Sarah Smith (NHS No.
543-567-896) has tested positive
for Covid-19, I have updated her
Hospital record, would you like me
to notify her GP Practice and seek
their permission to update her GP
record?”

Intelligent SNOMED Codes
Automatic Suggestions (AI /
NLP)
Live SNOMED coding suggestions
during typing or speech.
Requires NLPconnect™

Unlimited Voice Note to
Patient Note Transcribing

Consolidated Analytics - Use
Case: Diabetes
Simplification of patient data over
time for specific clinical use cases.

MONTHLY

ANNUALLY

Enterprise includes all Pro features with the following bolt-on license
bundle:

Health APIconnect™

Document OCR Handling

Enterprise

Health NLPconnect™

Vision AI Image Recognition Handling

Contact our Customer Success Team for pricing, priced per
active user.

White-label Branding

Alphabot-for-Teams™

Also includes Text Commands feature being fully configurable.

Health APIconnect™

Health NLPconnect™

Built-in RPA capability

Connect to process automation
and low-code API platforms to
trigger automated workflows
across your organisation’s app
ecosystem.

Contextual understanding of
clinical language. Natural
Language Processing (NLP)
enables key word and context
recognition of text and voice,
license includes custom
development for any Use Case.

Robotic Process Automation
(RPA) enables automation and
integration with Connected
Systems where a direct API
Connector is not available.

Vision AI Image
Recognition Handling

Document OCR
Handling

Integrates Google Vision API
with Alphalake’s file handling
digital assistant capability

For document processing that
uses Optical Character
Recognition (OCR). Use for
document handling where
format is the same or there is
little variability or add
Machine Learning (ML) for
adaptive capability to process
large amounts of variable data.

£500/mth
Per active automation platform
connected. Billed annually.

Alphabot-for-Teams™

Bolt-on licenses
available to be
bought individually.

White-label Branding
Customised naming of bot and
brand colours to match your
organisation’s branding.

